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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

In its second year of service, A.W. Jones Elementary School is as advanced as any 
public school could be in the metropolitan area. It has the latest projector systems, 
computers, and many other gadgets. Many visitors to the campus have com-
mented on the abundance of technology and opportunities for students to get more 
familiar with programs and equipment that they may be expected to use in their  
future professions.

In its first year of operation, the administration learned a lot of lessons from their 
mistakes. One of these mistakes was letting teachers have too much control over 
copies and printing. So, in an effort to control paper supplies and the budget for 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In an effort to control paper supplies and budget, an elementary school initiated 
a “No/Low Paper Policy.” Under this policy, teachers are encouraged to use the 
technology available in classrooms instead of worksheets, and teachers were as-
signed quotas and pin numbers to discourage excessive paper usage. Despite the 
forward thinking attitude of the school, the campus technology specialist continues 
to struggle with being heard by campus and district administration on issues dealing 
with the purchase and upkeep of technology.
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supplies, the school initiated a “No/Low Paper Policy.” Under this policy, teachers 
are encouraged to use the technology available in classrooms instead of worksheets, 
and teachers were assigned quotas and pin numbers to discourage excessive paper 
usage. However, there have been many drawbacks to this policy about which the 
teachers have subsequently expressed their displeasure.

Mr. Lee is the technology specialist on the campus and is in charge of all the 
technology equipment. He is the “go-to guy” on campus for any questions or con-
cerns about software and hardware. Unfortunately, Mr. Lee is also the person that 
everyone on campus approaches about complaints concerning technology. Although 
he tries his best to solve everyone’s problems, with over fifty teachers to deal, with 
this can be a difficult and sometimes impossible job.

Students at Jones Elementary love having new and advanced technology avail-
able to them. They usually put their efforts into behaving in order to earn points 
towards computer time and opportunities to play computer games. Since a large 
portion of Jones students are from economically disadvantaged homes, teachers 
hate to deprive students of opportunities to use equipment and other technologies 
that they do not have the chance to use elsewhere.

THE CASE

Mr. Lee is a ten year veteran employee for the Metropolitan School District. A.W. 
Jones Elementary School is his current campus location. He has spent the majority of 
his employment with the District as a technology specialist and computer teacher. As 
part of his job, he must stay current with the latest technology available in the field 
of education. Many campus employees approach him with questions and concerns 
about educational technology. When it comes time for purchasing new software or 
gadgets for the school, he is often approached about giving his input into the final 
purchase and to answer questions about the item being purchased and how it could 
benefit the campus.

In his second year of working at A.W. Jones Elementary, he was asked to join the 
team of professionals deciding what changes needed to be considered for the new 
school year. One of the decisions made at this meeting was that the school would 
initiate a “No/Low Paper” policy. Many other schools were considering similar 
policies due to recent budget cuts and past abuse of supplies. The administration 
decided that cutting back on paper use in the classroom–such as worksheets and 
student handouts–would be a huge step in supporting this new policy. Mr. Lee was 
approached about whether this would be too much of a problem due to recent ad-
ditions of new technology and supplies. He expressed that this would be a better 
question for the teachers to debate but that using the technology involved in the 
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